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Abstract: Fingerprints are used to identify human and for crime discover. They are used to authenticate persons in order to 
allow them to gain access to their financial and personal resources or to identify them in big databases. This requires use of 

fast search engine to reduce time consumed in searching big fingerprint databases, therefor choosing searching engine is an 

important issue to reduce searching time. This paper investigates the existing searching engine methods and presents 

advantages of AVL tree method over other methods. The paper will investigate searching speed and time consuming to 

retrieve fingerprint image.   
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1. Introduction 

Fingerprints have been used as the most popular 

biometric authentication and verification measure 

because of their high acceptability [15], immutability 

and uniqueness [1]. Fingerprint consists of a pattern of 
interleaved ridges and valleys [2]. There for they are 

used in differentiating people [10]. Fingerprint 

classification is a technique to assign a fingerprint into 
one of the several pre-specified types or classes 

namely, whorl, right loop, left loop, arch, and tented 

arch [8].  Fingerprint has two main types of features 
says [9]: 

1. Global ridge and furrow structures which form 

special pattern in central region of the 

fingerprint, and  
2. Local ridge and furrow minute details. 

Fingerprint classification is based on only the first type 

of features and uniquely identified based on the second 
type of features, such features are ridge endings, 

bifurcation known as minutiae, orientation field and 

singular points in a fingerprint image [9][10]. 

 
Data whatever it is must first be sorted to facilitate 

searching and make it easy for any retrieval, so far 

different sorting methods are invented, among those 
methods or algorithms Bubble sort, Merge sort, 

Insertion sort, Selection sort, Quick sort and tree based 

algorithms[11].   

 

Data when it stored in a big store, searching in it 

becomes a difficult task and time consume especially 

when it became grows [10], searching methods known 
also as accessing methods in computer science. Many 

advanced algorithms and data structures have been 

devised for the sole purpose of making accessing more 

efficient, therefore there is possibility to use them in 

retrieving biometrics images from its big database 

[12]. 

 

Access methods in literature are,  sequential (Queue), 

binary, graph and tree based search algorithms, in 
practical they are vary in their suitableness,  means for 

each type of task a particular algorithm is used, 

because some are slow other are fast so selection is 
made on the type of use [11]. 

 

Graph search it is a traversal technique visits every 

node exactly one in a systematic fashion. The search 
process in a graph can be seen as applying a set of 

operators to the graph’s nodes until the goal node is 

found it initially defines the start node.  Therefore, 
there is a general approach, applicable for any graph 

search, following the constraints. Two standard graph 

search techniques have been widely used, Depth-First 

Search (DFS) and Breadth-First Search (BFS) [11].  
 

SQL search a structured query language (SQL) search,  

is a special-purpose designed for getting information 
from and updated database. It searches data in a 

relational database management system (RDBMS), or 

for stream processing in a relational data stream 
management system (RDSMS) [12]. 

 

Hash access method, data is stored in an extended 

linear hash table. The key and the data used for Hash 
records can be of arbitrarily complex data. Duplication 

of records is optionally supported in this method [16]. 

 
Queue access method it is similar to what known as 

sequential access method, data are stored in a queue as 
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fixed-length records. Each record uses a logical record 

number as its key. This access method is designed for 

fast inserts at the tail of the queue, and it has a special 
operation that deletes and returns a record from the 

head of the queue. This access method is unusual in 

that it provides record level locking. 
This can provide beneficial performance improvements 

in applications requiring concurrent access to the queue 

[12]. 

Tree based search algorithms consist of trees, they are 
used in computer to represent algebraic formula, as an 

efficient method for searching large databases, dynamic 

lists, and diverse applications. A tree consists of a finite 
set of elements, called nodes. Trees can be represented 

generally in which each node can have an unlimited 

out-degree and binary tree in which no node have more 
than two sub-trees [4]. 

   

A binary tree is a method of placing and locating files 

(called records or keys) in a database, especially when 
all the data is known to be in random access memory 

(RAM) [13].  

 
Adelson Velskii and Landis (AVL) tree is one of this 

implementation [6]. It is implementation of binary tree, 

for each node in the tree, the height of its left sub-tree 

differs from the height of its right sub-tree by no more 
than 1 [6]. The AVL Tree ensures that al operations can 

be performed in time logarithmic in the size of the tree 

[7]. The AVL Tree must meet strict balance 
requirements to maintain is O (log n) search capabilities 

[14], which is resulted in search time reduction [5]. 

 

As we seen there are different searching algorithms, in 

this research an experiment of retrieving fingerprint 

image based on its class will applied using different 

searching algorithms to select a suitable and fast search 
method as continuation of an algorithm written by [10], 

the following paragraphs will discuss used algorithm. 

To choose one of available access method for small 
working datasets that fit entirely in memory, there is no 

difference between Binary Tree and Hash. Both will 

perform just as well as the other says [16]. Binary Tree 
can be used if keys have some locality of reference 

where Hash can be used when a dataset is extremely 

large. Moreover, if your dataset becomes so large that 

database will almost certainly have to perform disk I/O 
to satisfy a random request, then Hash will definitely 

outperform Binary Tree because it has fewer internal 

records to search through than does Binary Tree [11]. 
 

Next paragraphs will propose an algorithm uses 

different access method to retrieve information from a 

data base consists of information collected from 
fingerprint images. 
 

2. The Research Method 

The following paragraphs will describe the 

proposed algorithm, experiment, obtained 

results and their analysis. 

      2.1 Used algorithm 

The proposed algorithm can be summarized in 
two points as following: 

1. Fingerprint database construction 

a. Fingerprint image  collection and 

image preparation 

b. Fingerprint image class assigning  

c. Fingerprint feature extraction   

d. Fingerprint  key (FPkey) calculation 

from features  

e. Store FPkey in index file and 

Fingerprint image in database. 

2. Searching algorithms  

a. Follow the above point from 1 to 4. 

b. Search from image using FPkey 

Apply different algorithms. 
c. Write obtained results for different 

search algorithms  

d. Analysis results. 

   

2.2 Fingerprint database construction 
 

A description of a fingerprint database image 
collection and preparation for farther use will be given 

in the following paragraphs. 

   

2.2.1 Data collection 

 

Used Database contains about 10000 fingerprint 

images known as fdb10k is used. The fdb10k is a 
collection of fingerprint images that collected from 

internet FVC2000 combined with other captured 

locally from student and from staff. 
  

2.2.2 Image preparation  

 
Fingerprint image as any image must be filtered to 

remove noise and resized. Winner filter was used to 

remove noise then each image was resized to 200x200 

pixels. Sorting is beyond our research but a quick sort 
algorithm is used because it fast compared with other 

method and also suitable for this type of data. 

 

2.3 Fingerprint image class assigning 

 

Each fingerprint image before storing it in database, it 

has to assign one of the five classes by following an 
algorithm described in [10] which is based on finding 

the singular points of the fingerprint image. An image 

of the fingerprint will be stored to its database class 
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and this will facilitate fatherly searching process. Nine 

thousand five hundred and eighty one (9581) 

fingerprint images are used in classification process. 

Result of applying mentioned algorithm is shown in 

Table 1. 1996 as Arch, 989 as Tented arch, 2663 as 

Left Loop, 685 as Right Loop, and 3248 as Whorl. 

       

 
Table 1. Classification result of the collected fingerprint images 

Total A T LL RL W 

9581 1996 989 2663 685 3248 

 

 

2.4 Fingerprint feature extraction 

 
A procedure was written in C++ language to extract 

feature from fingerprint images. Calculated features are 

mean denoted by Mean equation (1), standard division 

denoted by Std-div equation (2) and variance denoted 
by Var equation (3), used formulas are shown below:   

Mean = 
MN

ji

jiI
,

,

),(                             (1) 

where ni ....3,1,0 , 135,90,45,0 , iI sector in 

image  , and iM  Mean of pixel value in iI . 

Std-div = 
2)),((  ii MeanyxI     (2) 

where ni ....3,1,0 , 135,90,45,0 , iI sector in 

image  , and iM  Mean of pixel value in iI . 

Var = 
MN

ji

MeanjiI
,

,

)),((                (3) 

2.5 Fingerprint key (FPkey)  
 

The FPkey is a fingerprint key that calculated using 

the formula (4) to be use as a unique key for retrieving 
the requested fingerprint image 

)(

)10*10*10*( 210

fprINTFPkey

VardivStdMeanabsfpr



 

                                                     (4) 

2.6 A FPkey field as index to   

Fingerprint image 
 

As mentioned above The FPkey field to be a unique 

key as shown in Table 2. It is used in searching an 

indexed file, where the class is used to indicate the 
database in which the fingerprint image can be find. 

By using the index file's FPkey it will be easy to find 

the image name as shown in Table 3. Fingerprint 
databases consist of five separate file each contains 

one of mentioned is class, 1 for Arch database, 2 for 

Tented arch database, 3 for Left Loop database, 4 for 

Right Loop database, and 5 for Whorl database. 

Table 2. FPkey index file class retriever 
 

No. FPkey Class 

1 113530 1 

2 410118 4 

3 410207 4 

   
Table 3. FPkey index file image retriever 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7 Search for fingerprint image in classified 

Fingerprint database 
 

Designing Databases with separate classes will 

minimize searching time, because each will contain 
less number of images and only a signal class 

compared to whole databases.  

When a fingerprint image is searched, it switched to 
different search engines each engine uses a search 

method different to the other based on that a fast 

searching method will be discover. An experiment was 

taken place by selecting several access methods Queue, 
Graph, SQL, Hash, Binary, and AVL tree as will be 

described in next sections. 

 

3. Results of different Access algorithms 

An experiment of retrieving fingerprint image was 

performed using Dual-Core CPU, HDD 500GB, and 4 
GB RAM. Only 100 fingerprints for each class were 

used at begging, it shows delay in queue method where 

AVL tree is the fastest specially in retrieving a left 
loop (LL) fingerprint class. Figure 1, shows results of 

the performed experiment.   

No. FPkey Image name 

1 113530 A20 

2 410118 R6000 

3 410207 R6020 
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       Figure 1.  Time retrieval from 100 Fingerprint Database 

 
Another experiment was performed to retrieve 

fingerprint images from databases based on using big 

amount of fingerprints starting from 100 to ≈10000 

using a single access methods to discover which the 
fastest method, used method are Queue, Graph, SQL, 

Hash, Binary Tree, and AVL tree Time retrieve for 

different Class based on single access method, 
experiment using a binary tree as retrieved algorithm, 

it shows that the arch class is fastest in retrieving were 

whorl is the slowest. Figure  2, shows results of using 

binary tree in retrieving fingerprint class. 
  

   
  Figure 2. Results of testing binary tree 

 

Then another experiment of retrieving fingerprint from 
database using graph method shows that Tarch is the 

fastest were arch is the slowest.  Figure 3, shows 

results of using graph in retrieving fingerprint class. 

 

 
       Figure 3. Results of testing graph method 

 

Same experiment was carried using SQL and hash 
which shows that retriving arch is the fastest, were in 

using AVL tree retrieving lift loop is the fastest. Figure 

4, shows experiment of using SQL, Figure 5, shows 

experiment of using Hash and Figure 6, shows 
experiment AVL tree.  

 

 
Figure 

4. 
Results 

of 
testing SQL method 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

        
    Figure 5. Results of testing Hash method 
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          Figure 6. Results of testing AVL tree method 

 

An experiment also carried with use of different access 

method to retrieve a signal fingerprint class. In the 

experiment six access methods are used they are 
queue, sql, graph, binary tree, hash and AVL tree. In 

this experiment as shown in Fig (7) AVL tree scores 

fastest in retrieving a Tarch class were queue is the 
slowest.  

 

 
         Figure 7. Time retrieve for Tarch Class using different   
          access methods  
 

Same experiment was repeated using arch class, whorl 
class, right loop class it shows that AVL tree is the 

fastest where queue the lowest. Figure 8, Figure 9 and 

Figure 10, show that AVL tree always the fastest and 

queue is the slowest. Figures also shows that other 
methods still can be used but when a discussion is 

concerned to the accessing of information in database 

minimum time is preferred. So use of AVL tree for this 
type of data is best solution.   

 
              Figure 8.Time retrieve for Arch Class using different                 
                 access methods 

 

 
  Figure 9. Time retrieve for whorl Class using different  
                 access methods 
 

 
        Figure 10.Time retrieve for Right Loop Class using    

                different  access methods 

 

4. Results Analysis 
 

Results show an importance of separating 

fingerprint class in minimizing searching databases 
and in time retrieval. This fact was noted at pre-

tests of the proposed algorithm. The AVL tree 

because it adjust it salve after any insertion or 
deletion so it can easily access any particular 

information in the given database, this gives it an 

advantage even with binary tree that share some 

similarity specially when a small set of item are 
used as shown in figures Fig (8), Fig (9), and Fig 
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(10).  The queue method is not suitable for this 

type of data so it scores a big retrieval time even 

with small set database as shown in mentioned 

figures. Table 4 shows access time that scored 

from different used access method and it shows 

that AVL tree is the fastest among all.

 

Table 4. Average access 

time for different fingerprint 

databases 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

This work shows a model of how fingerprint can be 
classified in database based on class, and then uses 

several methods to retrieve them. paper proves that an 

AVL tree is the fastest access and retrieve method for 
fingerprint class but works rather effectively for any 

type of data.  
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Access method 

Avg. 100 Avg. 1500 Avg. ≈10000 

Graph  0.25 0.255 0.262 

Hash  0.19 0.233 0.247 

Bin Tree  0.214 0.240 0.251 

AVL tree  0.16 0.166 0.176 

SQL  0.21 0.32 0.39 

Queue  0.32 0.35 0.46 
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